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Abstract— Vector Space Models (VSM) are commonly used in language processing to represent certain aspects of natural language semantics. Semantics of VSM comes from the distributional hypothesis, which states that words that occur in similar contexts usually have similar meanings [1]. In our previous work, we proposed novel semantic smoothing kernels based on class
specific transformations [2][3]. These kernels use class-term matrices, which can be considered as a new type of VSM. By using
the class as the context, these matrices can extract class specific semantics by making use of word distributions both in documents
and in different classes. The classification algorithms which are built on kernels like Support Vector Machines (SVM) can make
use of these strictly supervised semantic kernels to achieve higher accuracy compare to traditional VSM based classifiers for text
classification. Following this we also proposed a simple yet effective classifier based on direct usage of class-term matrix values
[4]. In this study, adapt two supervised semantic methods to build a novel and high performance semi-supervised text classification algorithm, which effectively utilizes both labeled and unlabeled data. In supervised learning systems, only labeled samples
are used for building a classification model, which is then used to predict the class memberships of the unlabeled samples. However, obtaining labeled data is usually very expensive, time consuming and difficult in real-life practical situations as labeling a
data set usually requires the efforts of human experts. On the other side, unlabeled data are often plentiful which makes it relatively inexpensive and easier to achieve. Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) approaches strive to utilize this abundant source of unlabeled instances to improve the learning capacity of the classifier especially when amount of labeled instances are limited. Since
SSL techniques reach higher accuracy and require less human effort, they attract a substantial amount of attention both in practice
and theoretical research. The new hybrid semi-supervised algorithm we propose combines two different methods in order to predict the class labels of unlabeled examples in a corpus and incorporate them into the training set to build a better classifier. The
proposed algorithm use Helmholtz principle based calculation of term meanings for initial classification and a class-based term
weighting based semantic kernel with SVM for the final classification model. Term meaning calculations depend on the Helmholtz principle from the Gestalt theory and calculated in the context of classes. Both meaning calculations and class-based
weighting essentially group words based on their semantic similarity for each class. We perform various experiments on popular
benchmark textual datasets and report the results with respect to wide range of experimental conditions in order to evaluate the
proposed approach. Our results show our new hybrid methodology increase the classification accuracy significantly.
Keywords— semantics; semi-supervised classification; text classification; semantic smoothing kernel; class-based transformations.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Vector Space Models (VSM) are commonly used language processing to represent some aspects of natural language semantics.
In this model, documents are simply represented as points in a space and closeness of two points is proportional to their semantic
similarity. There are several categories of VSM including word-context, pair-pattern and term-document matrices [5]. As pointed
out in [5], semantics of VSM comes from the distributional hypothesis, which states that words that occur in similar contexts
usually have similar meanings [1]. One of our main motivations is to use a class of documents as the context. In our previous
work, we proposed novel semantic smoothing kernels based on class specific transformations [2][3]. Since these kernels use class
labels explicitly, they are strictly supervised. Furthermore, they can be considered as a new type of VSM consist of term-class
matrices specific to the class labeled documents. By using the class as the context, these matrices can extract class specific semantics by making use of word distributions both in documents and in different classes. These semantic kernels can be integrated into
supervised classifiers i.e. SVM for text classification and they could be able to outperform baseline classifiers using document
based traditional VSM. In this study, by combining one of these supervised semantic kernel based classification algorithm [3]
with class meanings based methodology to classify unlabeled documents which is inspired from [4], we propose a novel and high
performance semi-supervised text classification algorithm.
In machine learning applications there are two conventional strategies; supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Traditional supervised learning algorithms need a set of sufficient labeled data as training set to build the classification model, which
will be used to predict the class memberships of the unlabeled examples. On the other hand, unsupervised learning, solely based
on unlabeled samples, doesn’t need any labeled data to learn a model. So as to train a classifier, it attempts to discover the indirect
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structure of unlabeled data [6]. There have been massive amounts of accumulated data on the web, particularly on blogs, forums,
social networks and continue to increase day by day without any doubt. But unfortunately most of the available data does not
have pre-assigned labels which limit their use in several practical machine learning application fields such as text classification,
sentiment recognition, speech recognition. Moreover, generally it can be time-consuming, tedious and expensive to assign labels
to them manually. Most importantly, learning a classifier with only a few labeled training data may not generate sufficient performance. In situations where labeled data is inadequate, many algorithms have suggested exploiting and utilizing the unlabeled
data to support to learning process for better classification. SSL approaches utilize not only labeled data but also unlabeled data to
increase the classification accuracy. Recently, SSL has become popular and gained increased attention of both academic and
commercial platforms as a new machine learning strategy. SSL is different from two ordinary classification approaches by the
usage of unlabeled data to mitigate the effect of insufficient labeled data on classifier accuracy. Many SSL systems have been
offered in the past years, like co-training [7], self-training [8, 9] graph-based methods [10], semi-supervised support vector machines [6], EM with generative mixture models [11], transductive support vector machines [12].
Classification of texts requires special techniques to transform unstructured text into structured format required for classification algorithms; usually a vector of features. In this domain, documents are usually symbolized by terms and their corresponding
frequencies. This kind of representation methodology is actually the most popular one in the literature and it is named as Bag of
Words (BOW) feature demonstration. BOW is known as the simplest feature representation method where each term comprises a
dimension in a vector space, being independent of other terms in the same document [13]. A bag is mathematically similar to set
with the difference that there can be duplicate values. As in sets, the order of words is lost in bag representation. Similarly, a bag
can be represented as a vector and a group of bags also can be represented as a matrix where the rows are documents and columns
are term frequencies. This also called Vector Space Model (VSM). Although, the VSM and BOW approach is very simple and
commonly used, they have several limitations as discussed in [2]. One of the restrictions is the assumption of independency between terms. Documents are represented only with their term frequencies, disregarding their position in the document or their
semantic or syntactic links between other words. This is a big problem since it clearly ignores the multi-word expressions by separating them. Moreover; it cannot handle polysemous words (i.e. words with multiple meanings) since it treats them as a single
entity. Furthermore, it maps synonymous words into different components; as discussed in [14]. In principle, as Steinbach et al.
[15] mention, each class has two kinds of vocabulary: one is “core” vocabulary which are closely correlated to the theme of that
class, the other type is “general” vocabulary those may have similar distributions on different classes. Consequently, two documents from different classes may commonly have many general words and can be categorized as similar in the BOW demonstration.
In our recent study in [2], we offer a novel method for constructing a supervised semantic smoothing kernel for SVM, which we
name Class Meaning Kernel (CMK). The proposed method smoothens the words of a document in BOW demonstration by classbased meaning values of terms. The meaning scores of words are calculated based on the Helmholtz principle from Gestalt theory
[16, 17, 18, 19] in the scope of classes. According to our experimental results, CMK is superior to the traditional kernels such as
linear kernel, polynomial kernel and RBF kernel. In one of our previous studies, we suggest a new classifier for textual data, named
as Supervised Meaning Classifier (SMC) [4]. The SMC classifier uses meaning calculations, which is based on Helmholtz principle
from Gestalt Theory. In SMC, meaningfulness of terms in the scope of classes are calculated and used for classification of a document. According to the experiment results this new SMC classifier outperforms Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) and SVM specifically on insufficient training data.
In another recent study of ours [3], we offer a novel approach for constructing a supervised semantic kernel for SVM, which we
name Class Weighting Kernel (CWK). The proposed method smoothens the terms of a document in BOW representation by classbased weights of words. The weights of terms are calculated based on a new term weighting approach that is designed as a part of a
feature extraction algorithm is presented in [20, 21]. According to our experimental results the classification performance of CWK
is higher than the classification performance of the other commonly used kernels (i.e. linear kernel, polynomial kernel and RBF
kernel).
Inspired by the advantages of CMK, CWK and SMC, and motivated by the fact that there is insufficient labeled data in real life
practical applications, we build a new hybrid semi-supervised form of CWK and SMC, which is called Hybrid Class Semantics
Classifier (HCSC). More precisely, in this article we suggest a novel non-iterative semi-supervised methodology that uses classbased meaning values and weights of terms. The suggested approach utilizes both labeled and unlabeled data in order to build a
classifier. First it smoothens the terms of the labeled documents in BOW demonstration (document vector represented by term frequencies) by class-based meanings of words as the same way it is done in CMK [2] and SMC [4]. Then, it attempts to find suitable
labels for unlabeled instances. It succeeded this labeling process by weighting the terms of the unlabeled documents in BOW representation with the help of meaning calculations [4]. Following this, HCSC combines the original labeled data with newly classified
unlabeled data. Finally, CWK is applied on this enlarged labeled dataset in order to predict the labels of the samples in the test dataset. The smoothing process in HCSC increases the significance of important (i.e. meaningful) words specific to a particular class
while reducing the importance of general terms those have a similar distribution in all classes. Since this method is used in the
transformation phase of a kernel function from input space into a feature space, it considerably decreases the effects of above mentioned disadvantages of BOW. We note that HCSC advances the accuracy of SVM compare to the linear kernel by giving more
significance to the class specific concepts, those may possibly be synonymous or very closely associated in the scope of a class.
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The HCSC uses a semantic smoothing matrix in the transformation of the original space into the feature space. This semantic
smoothing mechanism maps the similar documents to close positions in the feature space of SVM if they are written using semantically nearby sets of terms on the same subject. The main novelty of our approach is the use of this meaning information in the both
labeling of unlabeled data and smoothing process of the semantic kernel. The meanings of words are calculated based on the Helmholtz principle from Gestalt theory [16, 17, 18, 19] in the scope of both classes and documents as in [2]. HCSC directly incorporates class information to the semantic kernel for labeled instances. Additionally it also incorporates unlabeled instances in the
training process. Therefore, it can be considered as a semi-supervised approach.
We performed a number of experiments on several document datasets with numerous different labeled/unlabeled/test splits of
the corpus. According to our experimental results HCSC broadly outperforms the performance of baseline algorithms.
The first gain of our proposed solution is the classification capability of HCSC. To show the performance difference and robustness of HCSC we perform some experiments on various textual datasets with different labeled/unlabeled portions of the dataset. Experimental results demonstrate that HCSC exceeds the performance of baselines including the semi-supervised form of
linear kernel. In linear kernel the inner product between two document vectors is used as kernel function, which exploits information about shared term in these two documents. This approach can be categorized as first-order method since its scope comprises
of just a single document. Though, HCSC can take advantage of meaning values of terms in the context of classes. In this way semantic relation between two terms is composed of corresponding class-based and instance-based meaning scores of these words for
all classes. Consequently if these two words are significant words in the same class then the resulting semantic relatedness value
between them will be greater.
The second benefit of the offered approach is its relatively low complexity since HCSC does not need the processing of a large
external knowledge base like WordNet or Wikipedia. Besides, as HCSC is built on corpus based statistics it is always up to date. As
a result it can be applied to any field without adjustments or parameter optimizations.
The other improvement of HCSC is that it also forms a foundation that can easily be combined with other term based similarity
measures. It is also easy to take advantage of similarities between terms derived from a semantic resource such as Wikipedia or
WordNet.
According to the experimental results, there is an important improvement in the classification accuracy when class-dependent
meaning values of terms are used in SVM, compared to the performance of the baseline kernels. To the best of our knowledge,
class-dependent meaning values of words are used to assign labels to unlabeled instances and are utilized in the transformation
phase of SVM for the first time in the bibliography and also give important insights on the semantic smoothing of words for text
classification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, a brief introduction to supervised classification algorithms, mainly SVM,
and semi-supervised algorithms in general for text classification, methods for building class-term matrix based VSMs including
meaningfulness calculations in the class context and class-based term weighting are given in Section 2. Section 3 explains and
analyzes the offered kernel for text classification algorithm. Experimental setup, the corresponding experiment results with some
discussion points are presented in Section 4 and Section 5. Finally, we conclude the article in Section 6 and provide a discussion
on probable future extension points of the current work.
2.

RELATED WORK

2.1 Support Vector Machines for Classification
SVM is a very effective machine learning algorithm stem from Statistical Learning Theory (SLT). SVM is based on the
structural risk minimization principle from computational learning theory [22, 23, 24], whose basic goal is try to find the optimal
separating hyperplane with the maximal margin between two classes which guarantees the lowest error for an unseen test instance. If the problem is not linearly separable, the SVM algorithm may be altered by adding a softening variable that allows
some samples passing the hyperplane margins with certain penalty. When it is not possible to find a separation linear hyperplane,
a solution is to build a non-linear classier using a kernel function. The kernel function projects the problem from the original
space to a higher dimensional space where it is possible to separate the data linearly. A kernel function in SVM can be considered
as a kind of similarity function, since it computes the data points’ similarity values, in the transformed space. A significant property of a kernel function that it needs to obey to Mercer’s condition as it is stated in [25]. Therefore, defining a suitable kernel has
the straight influence on finding a better representation of these data points as discussed in [14, 26, 27]. Some common kernel
functions for the document vectors dp and dq:

Linear kernel:  (d p , d q )  d p d q
(1)


Polynomial kernel:  ( d p , d q )  ( d p d q  1) b , b  1,2...etc.



RBF kernel:  (d p , d q )  exp( d p  d q )
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(2)
(3)

Transductive Support Vector Machines (TSVMs) is an extension of traditional SVM with the contribution of unlabeled data.
Traditional SVM utilize only the labeled data in order to build the classifier and the aim is to find a maximum margin linear
boundary in the feature space. On the other hand, not only the labeled data but also the unlabeled data is used in TSVM. The aim
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is to predict the labels of the unlabeled data and use them in the training step; therefore a linear boundary has the maximum margin on the labeled data (the original labeled data with the addition of labeled unlabeled data this time). Intuitively, the decision
boundary has the smallest generalization error on unlabeled data, since unlabeled data leads the linear boundary especially in
dense regions [23].
2.2 Semi-Supervised Learning Approaches
SSL methods utilize unlabeled examples for building better classifiers with higher accuracy when there are a few amounts of
labeled training examples. In a typical SSL scenario there are labeled training examples (L) and unlabeled examples (U). Cotraining and Self-training are two popular SSL systems. Self-training basically works as follows [8]; a classifier is constructed
from L and utilized to estimate the labels for samples in U. Then m unlabeled samples that the classifier has high classification
confidence in U are assigned labels and moved to extend L. After that, the classifier is re-trained using the enlarged data set L.
Although it is a very simple algorithm; since it is not easy to promise the convergence of it, the latter three stages are commonly
repeated for a pre-defined maximum iteration number of times or reaching up until some heuristic convergence standard (i.e.,
there is no remaining unlabeled instances in U).
Co-training works like self-training except that it supposes that attributes can be divided into two different views. According
to co-training algorithm input features are logically partitioned into two independent groups, and two separate classifiers are
trained on these two subsets in labeled data set (L) [7]. Following this, each classifier is attempted to label the unlabeled samples
in U; to put it in more detail; for each classifier, the instances in U with the highest classification confidence are selected and added to the labeled data set L. Consequently these two classifiers can assist for enlarging the data set L. Both classifiers are retrained
on this expanded data set, and the stages are re-performed a fixed number of times. Thus each classifier then categorizes the unlabeled data, and teaches the other classifier with some unlabeled instances (those have their newly estimated labels with high classification confidence). Each classifier will be trained again with the supplementary training examples specified by the other classifier, and the procedure is repeated for higher accuracy [6, 7, 28]. As it is discussed in [29 the main idea in co-training is that a
classifier may give suitable labels to some samples whereas it may be challenging for the other classifier to do so. Hence, each
classifier can enlarge the training set with instances which are useful and important for the other classifier.
Different kinds of self-training and co-training algorithms have been offered by researchers over the years. One variant of
them utilizes the whole unlabeled data in each iteration therefore there is no need for the selection criterion. One example of this
kind is presented in [30]. The labels of the all unlabeled examples are predicted and then used to extend the training set and update the classifier at all iterations. In [31], co-EM is presented which uses all the unlabeled samples rather than a number of samples chosen from the data pool. Another type of approaches is to use active learning technique to choose unlabeled examples and
then ask some human experts to label them which yields no mislabeled examples will occur, in principle. In [32], a system with
active learning is applied to choose unlabeled examples for the multi-view semi-supervised Co-EM algorithm. In [33], in each
iteration, uncertainty sampling is used to select unlabeled instances, then a cost-sensitive classifier is built on the extended labeled
data and all unlabeled examples with assigned categories. Nevertheless active learning methods are difficult to apply since they
cannot be accomplished without human experts.
Confidence selection is a popular instance selection criterion, which selects unlabeled examples to add to the training set
which are classified with high classification confidence [7, 8, 31, 33, 34]. Other selection approaches have also been suggested by
researchers. For instance, Wang et al., [35], offered an adapted Value Difference Metric as the selection technique in self-training.
Their approach is based on decision tree classifiers and used to classify sentences as subjective or objective. They use the Naive
Bayes trees algorithm, in order to build a Naive Bayes Classifier at each leaf of the tree. Their approach work well with very
small datasets. In [36], a new data editing approach, named SETRED, is presented. Their approach benefits from the information
of the neighbors of each self-labeled instance to recognize and remove the mislabeled samples from the self-labeled data. In [37],
ISBOLD selection strategy is used to roughly prevent possible performance degradation in self-training and co-training.
Li et al. [38] presents a new methodology which uses three learners. According to [38] L denotes the labeled example set, h1,
h2 and h3 indicate initial learners and U show the unlabeled instance set and x is an instance in U. Firstly, three classifiers are
trained from labeled instances. Then, any two of those classifiers are used to label the unlabeled sample x, if two of them predict
the same label; then that instance will be utilized to teach the third classifier. It repeats this procedure until none of h1, h2 and h3
changes. The final estimation is accomplished with a majority vote among all the learners.
Preferably, the selected unlabeled examples (together with the assigned labels) can finally assist to learn a better classifier.
However, [39] stated that unlabeled data may reduce classification accuracy in some extreme situations and when the model assumptions are not correct. For instance in [40], an extensive empirical study was conducted on several popular SSL systems (including co-training and self-training) using different base Bayesian classifiers. According to their results on 26 UCI datasets, if the
classifier has poor performance and incorrectly assigns labels to some self-labeled examples, there will be accumulated mislabeled
data which yields the final performance will be jeopardized. McCallum and Nigam [11] mention that, they get better classification
performance by combining a small set of labeled examples with a large set of unlabeled data with EM. Unfortunately, there are
many studies showing that unlabeled examples are quite often detrimental to the performance of classifier in many situations [39].
According to those studies the more unlabeled data are joined with a fixed number of labeled instances, the poorer is the classifi-
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cation performance of the corresponding classifier. Therefore, it is obvious that, the classifier should have a good classification
performance on the original labeled data if it desires to have good classification performance on test data. More accurately, utilizing
the accuracy on the original labeled data to select more reliable unlabeled samples seems critical for the final classification performance of the SSL algorithm.
In [41], a C4SVM algorithm is presented, which includes misclassification costs into the optimization function of a semisupervised SVM. In some algorithms only one base learner is applied, which use the unlabeled samples iteratively based on its
own knowledge. Some approaches include using Estimation-Maximization algorithm to estimate posterior parameters of a generative model, Naive Bayes, by labeling each unlabeled sample, i.e. a probability for each class as it is done in [11]; using the
unlabeled data to search for a better configuration of Bayesian Network [42]; using a transductive inference for SVM on a special
[43]. The self-training algorithm [31] is of that kind, where all iterations the learner converts the most confidently classified unlabeled sample of each class into a labeled training example.
These methods and their variants are also described, analyzed and compared in [12]. Furthermore there is a comprehensive
survey that includes almost all of traditional semi-supervised learning algorithms in [6] and in [30].
Also there is a recent work [44, 45] whose aim is to create a collection of commonly used ‘polarity concepts’ i.e. common
sense concepts with comparatively strong positive or negative polarity. Sentic Computing [46, 47] is a novel opinion mining and
sentiment analysis paradigm which exploits AI and Semantic Web techniques to better identify, interpret and process sentiments
and opinions in natural language text. In Sentic Computing, whose term derives from the Latin ‘sentire’ (the root of words such as
sentiment and sensation) and ‘sense’ (intended as common sense), the analysis of text is not based on statistical learning models but
rather on common sense reasoning tools [48] and domain-specific ontologies [49, 50]. Sentic Computing enables the analysis of
documents not only on the page or paragraph-level but even on the sentence level.
ConceptNet was created as a demonstration for the knowledge gathered by the Open Mind Common Sense project [51]], that
tries to use an interactive way to collect new statements from visitors to the site by asking them some questions. In detail, ConceptNet expresses concepts (i.e. phrases and words which can be removed from natural language text) and assertions of the ways
that these concepts communicate to each other. There are a few publicly released versions of ConceptNet; besides the latest one
which is called as ConceptNet 5 contains many representational improvements [52]. AffectiveSpace [54, 76] is an n-dimensional
vector space built from ConceptNet and WordNet-Affect, a linguistic resource for the lexical representation of affective knowledge
[53].
2.3 Helmholtz principle from Gestalt theory and meaningfulness calculation
According to the Helmholtz principle from the Gestalt theory in image processing [17]; events which have large deviations
from randomness or noise can be perceived simply by human beings. It is demonstrated in Fig. 1. In the left hand side of Fig. 1,
there is a group of five aligned points nevertheless with the existence of the high noise (i.e. large number of randomly placed
dots) as the alignment probability of five points increases it is difficult to identify it at first glance. However; if we eliminate the
number of randomly placed points (i.e. the right hand side of Fig. 1), we can easily notice the alignment pattern because it is very
unlikely to happen by chance as it discussed in [17].

Fig. 1. The Helmholtz principle in human perception. Adopted from [17]

Consequently, the above illustrative example and other examples in [17] point out that interesting events and meaningful features appear in large deviations from randomness. This meaningfulness fundamentally related to calculations of expectations and
it is originated from the approaches in statistical physics as it is mentioned in [17].
In the document mining field, the textual data is composed of natural structures which are made up of topics, documents, paragraphs and sentences. In [17], the authors work on the textual data by utilizing the human perceptual model of Helmholtz principle from Gestalt Theory. Therefore they assign a meaning score to each term or word in order to establish meaningfulness of
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these structures. Their novel methodology for meaningful keyword extraction is founded on two important principles as mentioned in [17] and utilized in [2]:
1) The keywords should be defined both in the document scope and in the scope of other documents. This is similar to the
traditional TF-IDF approach.
2) The topics are indicated by “unusual activity”, a new topic can be noticed by a sharp rise in the frequencies of particular
terms. They state that sharp increase in frequencies can be used in rapid change detection. In order to detect the change of a topic
or occurrence of new topics in a stream of documents, bursts on the frequencies of words need to be observed [55].
Stemming from the theories given above, new approaches are implemented for a number of associated application areas including text summarization [18], for information extraction and unusual behavior detection from small documents [56], keyword extraction and rapid change detection in data streams and documents [16, 17] and also for defining relations between sentences using
social network analysis and properties of small world phenomenon [19].
According to their theories, for calculating the meaning of a term w whose frequency is m in a context (document, paragraph,
and sentence), its Number of False Alarms (NFA) value can be described as in Eq. (4). If the NFA (expected number) is less than
one, then the frequency of m can be reflected as a meaningful event since it is not expected by our calculations even though it already exists. Thus, word w can be considered as a meaningful or significant term in the given scope. According to the NFA, the
meaning values of terms are calculated with Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) in [19]:

K 1
NFA( w, P, D )    m1
m  N

Meaning( w, P, D)  

(4)

1
log NFA( w, P, D)
m

(5)

where w denotes a word, P shows a part of the document like a paragraph or a sentence, and D indicates the entire document.
Moreover, m represents the frequency of term w in P and K denotes the frequency of word w in D. N= L / B in which L is the
length of D and B is the length of P in words [19] as in Eq. (6). In order to define Meaning function, the logarithmic value of NFA
is used based on the observation that NFA values can be exponentially large or small [17].
In supervised meaning calculations, those are given in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), the parameter cj indicates documents which belong to
class j and S denotes the whole training set, k shows the frequency of word w in the dataset S, and m indicates the frequency of the
word w in the documents of class cj.

L   tf w ,

B

dS wd

 tf

dc j wd

w

,

N

L
B

k  1
NFA( w, c j , S )    m1
m N

(6)

(7)

Based on NFA, the meaning value of the term w in a class cj is defined as:

meaning( w, c j )  

1
log NFA( w, c j , S )
m

(8)

The bigger the meaning score of a word w in a class cj means it is more significant or informative word for that class.
2.4 Term weighting methods
There are different ways to calculate suitable weights for the words to increase the classification performance: For instance;
Term Frequency (TF), binary, Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [13, 57] and its variants are the customary
approaches borrowed from Information Retrieval (IR) field and are categorized as the unsupervised term weighting methods. Similarly there are supervised term weighting methods in which term weights are calculated according to the category membership information of training documents. Gain Ratio, Information Gain (IG), odds ratio are the traditional types of this category [58, 59].
TF-IDF [57] is the most popular term weighting method. Its formula is given in Eq. (10), where tfw signifies the frequency of the
word w in the document and IDF is the inverse of the document frequency of the word in the dataset. IDF’s formula is also given in
Eq. (9) where |D| stand for the total number of documents and dfw denotes the number of documents which contains term w. TF
shows the frequency of term w in document di. The TF-IDF has proved extraordinarily robust and difficult to beat, even by much
more carefully worked out models and theories [63].
|D|
(9)
IDF ( w) 
df w

6

TF  IDF ( w, d i )  tf w  log( IDF ( w))

(10)

A similar but supervised kind of TF-IDF is called Frequency–Inverse Class Frequency (TF-ICF) whose formula given in Eq.
(12) as in [61, 62]. In Eq. (11), |C| shows the number of classes and cfw represents the number of classes which includes term w.
ICF ( w) 



C
cf w

(11)



TF  ICF w, c j   tf w  log ICF w

(12)

dc j

In [60] a new term weighting method, namely Term Frequency-Relevance Frequency (TF-RF) which considers only the frequency of relevant documents (i.e. those which contain this term). According to the study in [60], for the multi-label text classification task, when a text classifier is built for each category, then this category is labeled as positive category and all the other
categories are grouped as negative category. Thus, their new proposed term weighting method has the idea of simplifying a multilabel classification problem into multiple independent binary classification problems. In their approach, a chosen category is
tagged as the positive category and all the remaining categories in the same dataset are combined together as the negative category. Hence, the documents in the positive category focus on one theme or several themes close to each other while the remaining
documents in the negative category are spread over a wide range of subjects since all non-positive categories are actually grouped
together as negative [60]. Therefore, the high frequency terms focused in the positive category are useful discriminators to select
the positive examples from among the numerous negative samples. Their term weightings formula is as follows:


a

TF  RF  tf w  log  2 
max(1, c) 


(13)

where tfw is the term frequency of word w, a is the number of documents in the positive category which contain term w and c is
the number of documents in the negative category those contain term w. Table 1 demonstrates an illustrative example about the
discriminative powers of both IDF and RF. There are four terms in Table 1 namely; acquire, stake, payout and dividend. Table 1
lists the IDF and RF scores of these four words based on two categories, namely, 00_acq and 03_earn; respectively. The first two
terms, acquire and stake, are thoroughly correlated to the subject mentioned in category 00_acq while the other two terms, payout
and dividend, are thoroughly correlated to the subject mentioned in category 03_earn. Nevertheless, as the IDF factor ignores the
category information of the training set, each of these four terms is weighted almost equally by the IDF factor even in terms of the
two different labels. Conversely, by using the RF weighting approach that concentrates on the category information, each term is
assigned more suitable weights in terms of different categories [60].
By being inspired from the idea of both IDF and ICF, a new term weighting technique which is built as a part of a feature extraction algorithm is presented in [20, 21]. According to their approach the influence of a term over a class is calculated as follows:
N
Ww, c  log( tfcw, c  1)  log(
)
(14)
Nw
where tfc w,c is the total term frequency of word w in the documents of class c, N is the total number of documents in the corpus
and Nw is the total number of documents those include term w. By utilizing this class-dependent term weighting scheme they develop a feature extraction technique for text classification. They conduct experiments on benchmark datasets to compare the classification performance with traditional feature extraction approaches. According to their experimental results, this feature extraction with a class-dependent term weighting scheme improves the classification performance on the classifiers they use when compared with other feature extraction approaches.
Table 1
Comparison of the weights of four features in Category 00_acq and 03_earn ([60])
Feature

Category:00_acq
IDF
RF

Category:03_earn
IDF
RF

acquire

3.553

4.368

3.553

1.074

stake

4.201

2.975

4.201

1.082

payout

4.999

1

4.999

7.820

dividend

3.567

1.033

3.567

4.408
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3.

HYBRID CLASS SEMANTICS CLASSIFIER (HCSC)

Linear kernel is commonly used as the kernel of choice in SVM for text classification. This is partly due to the fact that the
BOW representation of documents is quite high dimensional usually consisting of thousands of features. The high dimensionality
of the text makes the other kernels, which maps the input space into a higher dimensional space with the hope of finding a better
separating hyperplane, generally useless. As the simplest kernel that can be used in SVM, the linear kernel is formulated in Eq. (1).
It basically consists of just a dot product between the feature vectors of two instances (text vectors in our case). This yields producing a simple similarity value between two documents depending on just the number of common words. As we mentioned and analyzed in [2, 3] this may cause an important difficulty particularly when two documents have the same theme using two different
sets of words which are indeed semantically very near to each other. Therefore, their calculated similarity value will be zero since it
depends on only the number of shared terms those contain the exactly the same characters. But as it is illustrated in [2] with Fig. 1,
in many real world cases documents can be written with different but semantically similar terms. Also, it will be very hard to detect
reliable patterns between documents in circumstances where training data is limited. In this case the feature vectors will be quite
sparse. This concludes that utilizing only dot product to calculate the similarity value between two documents will not always produce adequately exact similarity value between those documents. As mentioned before, in order to achieve a better classification
performance it is essential to discount general words and stress on core words (which are strictly correlated to the theme of that
class) as is analyzed in [15]. So as to surmount the problems described above, semantic smoothing kernels encode semantic dependencies between terms [27, 64].

Lo: Labeled Data

LU: Unlabeled Data

Calculate Weighted
Meaning Value for each
Class
L=Lo+Lp
Assign Label to
Documents
(SMC)

Lp:Predicted Labels
Build CWK on L

Text Document
Text Document

HCSC
Classifier

Test Examples
Preprocessing

Calculating Meaning
Values

Labeling

Kernel
Evaluation

Classification

Fig. 2. The architecture of HCSC System

In this article, we introduce a new hybrid semi-supervised approach, which uses class-based meaning values and weights of
terms. HCSC is mainly composed of five independent modules as shown in Fig. 2 including preprocessing, meaning calculation,
labeling, kernel evaluation and classification. The first step of the system is preprocessing and it involves the conversion of input
documents into formatted information including stemming, stopword filtering. In meaning calculation step, the meanings of the
words for the classes are calculated based on Eq. (8). Then the unlabeled instances are classified and given labels depend on the
meaning scores of the words in the labeling step. After that we construct our proposed kernel for kernel evaluation. Finally, in the
classification step CWK [3] predict the labels of the test instances with the model built in the training phase. The details of all these
steps are given in the following sub-sections.
3.1 Preprocessing
In the preprocessing step we apply stemming and stopword filtering on the text documents. Furthermore, we filter and remove
infrequent terms those appear less than three times in documents. Moreover, we apply attribute selection and select the most informative 2,000 terms using IG as used in [2, 3, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70]. This preprocessing increases the classification performance of the models by reducing the noise. We perform this preprocessing equally in all experiments that we report in the following section.
3.2 Meaning Calculations
In our approach Dlabeled is the data matrix consisting of only the labeled instances with r rows (documents) and t columns
(terms). In Dlabeled, diq represents the frequency of the qth term in the ith document. We use Eq. (8) in order to calculate the meaning
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values of the terms in this labeled set which produces Mtrain class-based term meaning matrix is made up of t rows (terms) and j
columns (classes). The Mlabeled matrix shows the meaningfulness of the words in the labeled set for each class. If a term is appeared
only once in a class then its meaning score for that class is calculated as zero based on Eq. (8). If a term is not appeared at all in a
class, it gets minus infinity based on Eq. (8) as a meaning score for that class; but in order to make calculations more practical we
give the next smallest score to that term according to the range of meaning scores we get for all the terms in our labeled documents.
After all calculations M is built as a term-by-class matrix that has the meaning values of words in all classes of the labeled documents. We have noticed that these meaning values are large for those words which give us the opportunity to differentiate the classes. Certainly words semantically near to the subject mentioned in the class get the highest meaning values. In other words semantically connected words of that class, i.e. “core” words as mentioned in [15], get importance while semantically isolated words, i.e.
“general” words lose their importance. Consequently, if a term is very significant word for a class (i.e. a core word) then its meaning value will be higher for that class amongst the other words. On the other hand if a word is not a very important word for a class
(i.e. a general word) then its meaning score will be smaller for that class in compare to the other meaning values. Also as it is mentioned in [16] and utilized in [2] with Table 1, meaning calculation automatically filters stop words by assigning them very small
amounts of meaning values.
Our approach, HCSC, utilizes not only labeled instances but also unlabeled instances. In order to incorporate unlabeled examples into the classifier model in SVM, we calculate the total meaning value of an unlabeled document using Eq. (15):
t

TM ( d i , c j )   M labeled( wnj )  tfwn , d i

(15)

n 1

where M labeled (wnj ) is the meaning value of the term wn for the class cj as mentioned above,
of the term wn in the document di and

tfwn,d i is the number of occurrence

TM (di , c j ) is the total meaning value of the document di for the class cj.

Eq. (15) produces a matrix as demonstrated in Fig. 3.
c1

c2

c3 …

cj

...

d1
d2
d3

…

c1

c2

c3 …

cj

... ck cmax

d1
d2
d3

...

di

ck

d1
d2
d3

c1
1.98
2.21
13.27

c2
10.72
1.09
5.26

c3
5.56
13.91
8.35

cmax
c2
c3
c1

...

TM(di,cj)

di

TM(di,cj)

…

dr

dr
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3. (a)Total weighted meaning matrix, TM (di, cj) shows the total meaning values of the terms in the document di for the class cj. (b) Total weighted meaning
matrix, TM (di, cj) with cmax column signifies that the document gets maximum total meaning value for which class. (c)A quite simple illustrative example shows that
the total meaning values and their greatest class value for the unlabeled instances of d1, d2 and d3.

3.3 Labeling
In TM (di , c j ) matrix, shown in Fig. 3 (a), dik = [di1,…,dik] is the document vector showing the document di’s total meaning
values from the aspects of all the classes, respectively. We simply add another column into this matrix as demonstrated in Fig. 3(b).
This new column just presents for the column (class number) with the greatest value in dik = [di1,…,dik] document vector. A simplified sample case is given in Fig. 3 (c). According to Fig. 3 (c) an unlabeled document d1 has the following meaning values of its
terms: 1.98, 10.72, and 5.56 for the classes c1, c2 and c3 respectively. Since the greatest value is 10.72 for the class c2, then the unlabeled document d1 is assigned a label as c2. It is very likely that document d1 contains terms, which are top ranked for the class c2.
The similar situations are valid for the documents d2 and d3, which are labeled as c3 and c1 as shown in Fig 3(c). After completing
this labeling-step, all the unlabeled instances are assigned labels and the updated version of the labeled instances are found as follows:
L=Lo+Lp
(16)
where Lo is the original labeled examples, Lp is the previously unlabeled examples with their current predicted labels and L is the
total of Lo and Lp; respectively. The labeling process in HCSC is actually done as in the similar way that classification is done in
SMC [4].
3.4 Kernel Evaluation
When we come to the kernel evaluation step there are labeled instances (L; the composition of both Lo and Lp) that will form the
training set like a traditional supervised classification problem. After assigning class labels to all the unlabeled instances and combining them with the originally labeled dataset in order to form an augmented training set we basically run the CWK which is proposed in our previous study [3]. In CWK, we construct the class-based term weights matrix W with weighting calculations formulated in Eq. (18). The W matrix represents the weights of the words for each class. Then S matrix is calculated based on W in order
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to expose class based semantic relationships between words. Precisely, the i, j element of S shows the semantic closeness between
words ti and tj.

S  WW T

(17)

The S is a symmetric term-by-term semantic smoothing matrix. Mathematically, the kernel value between two documents is given
as

k HCSC ( d1 , d 2 )  d1SS T d 2T

(18)

where kHCSC (d1, d2) is the similarity value between documents d1 and d2. After using Eq. (19) the new representation of the documents is richer than the ordinary TF-IDF representation as; further statistical information which is directly calculated from our
training corpus is added into the kernel. In other words transformations in Eq. (19) smooth the basic term vector demonstration
using semantic ranking while passing from the original input space to a feature space through kernel transformation functions

 (d1 )

and

 (d1 )

(d1 )  d1S

and

for the documents d1 and d2 respectively:

 (d 2 )  S T d 2T

(19)

As mentioned in [71], the presence of S in Eq. (18) and in Eq. (19) changes the orthogonality of the vector space model, as this
mapping introduces term dependence. Documents can be seen as similar even if they do not share any terms by removing orthogonality.
3.5 Classification
We embedded our kernel function into the implementation of the SVM algorithm in WEKA [72] and consequently it can be
directly used with Platt’s Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) classifier [73]. In the classification-step all the test instances’
labels are predicted in the experiments and the classification error rate is calculated. The details of them are explained in the following section. The algorithm of HCSC is given in Fig. 4.
Module Labeling
Input

//Labeling Unlabeled Documents

Lu : Unlabeled documents set
M ow , j

: matrix shows the meaning values of words for all classes in

Lo

Output

Lp

: Matrix shows the unlabeled documents with their predicted labels

Local variables

TM di ,c j : Matrix shows the unlabeled documents with their total meaning values for all classes ( i ,j th element shows the total meaning value of the document di in class cj)
begin

TM di ,c j = Lu

w, j

( M w, j )

for each document di in the

LPi

= max(

TM di ,c j

TM di

)

end for
end
Module Training
Input

L

:

//Assigning the label of document di

//Building semantic smoothing kernel

Lo + Lp

(All the labeled documents)

Output

Gd p ,dq

: Gram matrix shows the kernel value between documents dp and dq

Local variables
m w,j : total frequency of word w in class j
k w,d : total frequency of word w in L
N
: the ratio of the length of the dataset and the class
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W w, j : matrix shows the weights of words for all classes( w ,j th element shows the weight of the word w in class j)

S w p ,wq

: Semantic smoothing matrix shows the relatedness between words wp and wq

begin
for each word w
for each class j

W w, j  log( tfc w, j  1)  log(

N
)
Nw

//Calculate the term weight of the word w in class j

end for
end for

S

=W

W

T

//Building semantic smoothing matrix

for each document dp in

L

for each document dq in the training set

Gd p ,dq =dp S ST dq

//Calculating the kernel value between documents d p and dq

end for
end for
end
Fig. 4. The Algorithm of HCSC

4.

EXPERIMENT SETUP

4.1 Datasets
In order to HCSC on text classification, we used several textual datasets. IMDB1 is our first dataset which is a collection of
movie reviews and contains 2,000 reviews about several movies in IMDB. It has two types of labels; positive and negative. These
labels are balanced in both training and test sets in our experiments. Our other four datasets are variations of popular 20 Newsgroup2 dataset. 20 Newsgroup dataset is a group of approximately 20,000 newsgroup documents, divided evenly across 20 different
newsgroups and commonly used in machine learning applications, particularly for text classification. We used four basic subgroups “POLITICS”,”SCIENCE”,”RELIGION” and “COMP” from the 20 Newsgroup dataset. The documents are evenly distributed to the classes, each class includes 500 documents. The sixth dataset we use is the mini newsgroups3 dataset which has 20 classes and also has a balanced class distribution with 100 documents per class. This is a subset of the 20 Newsgroup2 dataset, too. The
last dataset is a subset of the 20 Newsgroups dataset which is used to compare our method with a semi-supervised classifier from a
related study. Properties of these data sets are given in Table 2.
Table 2
Properties of datasets before attribute selection
Dataset
IMDB
20 Newsgroups-POLITICS
20 Newsgroups-SCIENCE
20 Newsgroups-RELIGION
20 Newsgroups-COMP
MiniNewsGroup
20 Newsgroups-pcmac

#classes
2
3
4
3
5
20
2

#instances
2.000
1.500
2.000
1.500
2.500
2.000
1.943

#features
16.679
2.478
9.615
2.125
2.478
12.112
3.290

4.2 Experiment Setting and Evaluation
We apply stemming and stopword filtering to these datasets. Moreover, we refine infrequent words whose frequency is less
than three. We also apply attribute selection and select the most informative 2,000 terms using IG as described in [68, 69]. This
preprocessing increase the performance of the classifier models by reducing the noise. We perform this preprocessing equally in
all experiments.
In order to observe the behavior of our semi-supervised algorithm for each data set, 20% data are reserved as to evaluate the
classification performance of learned model, whereas the remaining 80% data are divided into labeled set and unlabeled set. We
use 1%, 2%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, 15% and 30% data are used as labeled instances while 79%, 78%, 77%, 75%, 73%, 70%, 65%
and 50% of the data are used as unlabeled examples; respectively. Note that the class distributions in these splits are similar to
that in the original data set. This is essential since we expect that the benefit of using semantic kernels should be more observable
when there is insufficient labeled data.
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1

http://www.imdb.com/interfaces

2

http:// www.cs.cmu.edu/~textlearning

3

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/

We tune the misclassification cost (C) parameter of SMO [74] to 1. We perform 10 random trials for each training set percentage by randomly selecting the instances to form training set. We report the average of these 10 accuracy results as in [66, 67]. The
central evaluation metric in our experiments is the classification accuracy and in the results tables we also report standard deviations. In order to underline the classification performance differences between baseline algorithms and our method we provide performance gain calculated using the Eq. (20);

GainHCSC =

(PHCSC - Px )
Px

(20)

where PHCSC is the accuracy of SMO with HCSC and Px shows the accuracy result of the SMO with other kernel. The experimental
results are represented in Table 3. This table includes labeled set percentage, unlabeled set percentage, testing set percentage, the
accuracy results of linear kernel, baseline algorithms and HCSC. Also the “Gain” column in Table 3 demonstrates the (%) gain of
HCSC over baseline algorithm calculated as in Eq. (20).
Additionally, Student’s t-Tests for statistical significance are provided. We use α = 0.05 significance level which is a commonly
used level. In the training sets, where HCSC significantly differs over baseline algorithm based on Students t-Tests, we indicate this
with “*”.
4.3 Baseline Algorithms
HCSC exploits semantic relatedness of terms among classes to assign labels to unlabeled examples and then merge labeled and
unlabeled (with their labels) examples. Thus the baseline algorithm which will be compared to our algorithm is expected to utilize
a customary approach to label unlabeled examples. In order to compare the results of HCSC we use four baseline algorithms. First
of them is the traditional linear kernel. Please note that linear kernel is the traditional state of the art algorithm in SVM for text
classification [43, 73]. The second of the baseline algorithms is called SSL-Linear. SSL-Linear first classifies unlabeled examples
by using linear kernel that is trained by only the labeled examples. Then, like HCSC it merges the labeled examples and unlabeled
examples with their pre-labels and builds the trainer by using standard linear kernel. After that it again attempts to classify unlabeled examples via the last built model and compares the labels of an instance. If an instance is classified into a different class by
the second classifier then its label is updated since the final model is more comprehensive than the first model and is expected to
produce predictions with higher classification confidence. The self-training process ends when either there is no change in the
predictions or it reached 100 iterations. Our third and fourth baseline algorithms are our previous supervised kernels; CMK [2]
and CWK [3]. For comparison, all the baseline algorithms are run on the same labeled/unlabeled/test splits as those used for evaluating HCSC.
5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HCSC outperforms all of the baseline kernels we used (i.e., linear kernel, SSL-Linear, CMK and CWK) clearly in most of the
labeled/unlabeled/test splits on SCIENCE except labeled set percentage 30% which can be observed from Table 3. According to
Table 3 at labeled set percentages: 1%, 2% , 3% , 5% ,7%, 10% and 15% the accuracies of HCSC are 56.6%, 65.97%, 67.3%,
85.93%, 89.33%, 90.93% and 92.28% while the accuracies of SSL-Linear are 50.58%, 57.23%, 65.28%, 68.1%,72.65%, 75.22%
and 80.8%; respectively. HCSC also has better performance than our previous supervised semantic kernels CMK and CWK at most
of the labeled set percentages expect labeled set percentage 30% as shown in Table 3. The highest gain of HCSC over SSL-Linear
kernel on this dataset is at 5% labeled set percentage which is 26.18% that is of great importance since usually it is difficult and
expensive to get labeled data in real world applications. Moreover it should be observed that, there are performance gains of HCSC
over linear kernel at all of the labeled set percentages.
Experiment results on RELIGION dataset show that HCSC has superiority at all labeled set percentages among all of the other
kernels except at 30% labeled set percentage. For example at labeled set percentage 3% HCSC’ gain over the baseline algorithm is
9.97%. Also, it should be paid attention that in every labeled set percentage between 2% and 30% HCSC shows a significant improvement over SSL-Linear kernel according to Student’s t-Tests as presented in Table 3.
Table 3 also contains the experiment results on the POLITICS dataset. In this dataset, HCSC’s performance is higher than the
performance of linear kernel in all labeled set percentages except 1%. Furthermore, HCSC performs better than SSL-linear in all
labeled set percentages. HCSC also gives higher accuracies than both CMK and CWK in almost all labeled set percentages except
30%. Only in labeled set percentage 30%, CMK gives better accuracy than HCSC, but HCSC still remains better than both linear
kernel and the SS-Linear at this labeled set percentage as shown in Table 3.
Experiment results on COMP dataset are similar to the experimental results on POLITICS dataset. In COMP dataset, HCSC’s
performance is higher than the first baseline kernel’s and second baseline kernel’s in all labeled set percentages. HCSC shows a
significant improvement over SSL-Linear kernel at all of the labeled set percentages according to Student’s t-Tests as presented in
Table 3. Furthermore, HCSC performs better than CMK and CWK in almost all labeled set percentages except 30% on POLITICS
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dataset. Only in labeled set percentage 30%, CMK gives better accuracy than HCSC, but HCSC still remains better than both linear
kernel and the SS-Linear at this labeled set percentage.

Labeled
%

Unlabeled
%

Test
%

1
2
3
5
7
10
15
30

79
78
77
75
73
70
65
50

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

1
2
3
5
7
10
15
30

79
78
77
75
73
70
65
50

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

2
3
5
7
10
15
30

79
78
77
75
73
70
65
50

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

1

79

2
3

1

5

Dataset

Table 3
Experiment results of HCSC and other kernels
Baseline-1: Baseline-2: Baseline-3:
Linear
SSLCMK
Linear

Baseline-4:
CWK

HCSC

51.4±6.84
65.38±4.59
67.13±5.23
81.63±3.92
85.5±3.03
90.1±2.11
92.13±1.28
94.88±1.37

56.6±14.56
65.97±11.49
67.30±10.3
85.93±2.42
89.33±2.93
90.93±2.57
92.98±1.77
95.25±1.31

Gain
(over
Baseline-2)
11.90*
15.27*
3.090
26.18*
22.96*
20.89*
15.07*
13.22*

49.63±7.63
59.17±6.67
67.93±5.42
74.63±3.59
79.37±2.66
83.3±2.7
87.1±2.6
92.17±1.85

50.3±5.56
63.07±5.27
72.50±2.87
77.13±4.10
81.13±3.25
84.73±3.24
88.37±1.95
91.97±1.74

1.88
5.52*
9.97*
9.51*
9.83*
8.07*
9.64*
6.94*

49.53±3.35

51.87±6.75

1.910

66.57±3.98
74.83±3.08
81.43±2.75
84.53±3.36
88.3±1.32
91.4±1.49
94.4±0.93

75.83±5.83
80.40±5.03
84.50±2.53
89.17±2.67
90.17±1.50
92.33±1.54
94.20±0.96

21.13*
17.54*
16.87*
15.70*
11.18*
9.830*
7.370*

33.44±1.32

47.08±6.37

15.88*

SCIENCE

51.80±5.33
59.10±5.49
66.03±3.61
70.10±4.34
72.72±4.47
76.68±2.07
83.53±2.68
86.28±2.27

50.58±5.41
57.23±5.95
65.28±3.77
68.1±4.96
72.65±3.47
75.22±3.58
80.8±2.74
84.13±1.99

RELIGION

49.67±7.15
61.17±5.88
67.50±5.05
73.00±2.50
75.47±4.11
80.00±2.60
81.80±3.12
87.17±2.22

49.37±7.61
59.77±5.7
65.93±5.41
70.43±3.25
73.87±5.44
78.4±2.5
80.6±2.94
86±2.36

52.60±5.69

50.9±5.98

64.60±6.34
69.60±5.28
73.23±3.92
78.33±5.30
82.00±2.38
84.67±4.92
90.07±1.91

62.6±6.07
68.4±6.1
72.3±3.29
77.07±4.81
81.1±2.09
84.07±4.81
87.73±2.47

20

36±4.51

31.2±3.45

94.43±1.05
32.34±3.93

78

20

41.22±3.93

35.56±2.98

35.9±4.49

37.9±2.93

50.82±7.02

15.26*

77

20

46.02±3.4

37.38±2.66

44.9±5.95

48.3±2.54

60.44±6.17

23.06*

57.62±3.66

69±1.83

25.50*
24.02*

75

20

POLITICS

COMP

50.36±4.35

43.5±2.99

39.42±6.78
50.30±6.00
53.40±7.78
70.03±5.07
78.53±5.07
87.48±4.81
89.95±1.71
95.28±0.95
40.3±4.22
49.63±6.45
56.6±5.25
74.07±5.26
76.47±4.94
80.57±3.01
86.63±2.69
92.37±1.36
38.60±2.26
47.97±4.64
64.60±10.43
78.03±4.46
80.03±5.24
87.13±2.13
91.50±1.69

54.06±8.96

7

73

20

57.2±3.07

47.06±2.28

61.78±4.21

64.86±0.13

71.08±3.27

10

70

20

62.12±3.43

52.92±3.08

72.54±1.71

73.42±1.14

75.52±3.34

22.60*
25.60*

83.62±2.26
19.23±2.59
18.43±2.48
26.63±3.43
35.78±3.15
47.23±3.18
53.65±3.27
61.83±3.24
70.68±3.38

78.25±0.36
84.21±1.64
31.25±3.98
32.17±3.93
38.38±3.62
49.13±3.05
57.18±2.44
64.88±2.63
71.5±3.59
77.72±1.49

80.48±1.82
83.58±2.03

19.56*

36.70±4.24
38.42±5.47
46.33±4.32
50.00±5.49
55.15±4.72
57.03±2.79
62.48±4.28
69.55±4.50

54.88±2.58
64.02±1.89
31.7±4.16
31.68±4.63
39.42±5.38
42.53±5.64
49.15±5.93
49.68±3.72
56.03±4.16
64.88±4.12

77.82±2.66

43.10±7.54
39.75±6.04
52.25±2.28
61.68±1.94
68.08±4.32
71.65±1.86
71.80±2.99
74.22±2.29

35.96*
25.47*
32.55*
45.03*
38.51*
44.22*
28.15*
14.40*

65.75±7.79

65.6±8.37

61.33±6.4

61.65±5.73

62.83±1.45

-2.77

71.08±0.89

0.95
2.20
3.45
4.30
5.05*
5.20*

15
30
1
2
3
5
7
10
15
30
1
2
3
5
7
10
15

65
50
79
78
77
75
73
70
65
50

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

79

20

66.04±3.28
73.94±3.26

Mini NewsGroups

69.3±3.28
72.8±3.28
77.03±2.55
79.45±1.76

70.13±2.82
71.15±3.83
75.88±2.78
78.53±2.49

67.97±6.57
74.25±3.91
80.33±3.79
82.38±1.88

68.25±5.17
74.6±4.52
80.45±3.45
82.68±1.91

20

79.7±2.86

78.83±3.28

84.65±1.94

84.23±1.73

73.35±6.15
79.33±5
82.83±2.73
83.88±1.94

20

81.72±2.47

80.35±1.42

86.98±1.57

86.65±1.51

85.55±1.66

78
77
75
73

20
20
20
20

70
65

IMDB

13

30

50

20

85.8±1.37

84.78±1.29

88.33±1.14

89.63±0.94

90.88±1.28

3.55

Table 3 presents the experiment results on MiniNewsGroup dataset. According to these results HCSC outputs better accuracy
than SSL-Linear kernel at all labeled set percentages also making a significant difference based on Students t-Tests. For instance at
labeled set percentage 5% the performance gain of HCSC over SSL-Linear is 45.03% which is of great importance because of the
scarcity of labeled data in real world applications. Also it should be noted that, HCSC performs better than CMK and CWK in almost all labeled set percentages except the labeled set percentage 30% on MiniNewsGroup dataset. Only in labeled set percentage
30%, CWK gives better accuracy than HCSC, but HCSC still remains better than linear kernel, SS-Linear and CMK at this labeled
set percentage.
Table 3 also contains the experiment results on IMDB dataset. In IMDB dataset, HCSC’s performance is superior to both linear
kernel and SSL-Linear in all labeled set percentages except the labeled set percentage 1%. Furthermore HCSC gives better accuracies than SSL-Linear at the labeled set percentages 10% and 15% with yielding a significant difference based on Student’s t-Tests
on IMDB dataset. According to the experimental results on Table 3, CWK gives better accuracies than HCSC at labeled set percentages 3%, 5% and 7% while CMK gives better accuracies than HCSC at labeled set percentages 10%, 15% and 30%. The different trend of the accuracies on this dataset might be depending on the type of the dataset and the term coverage at labeled set
percentages. The classification accuracies of all the algorithms on COMP and RELIGION datasets are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
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Comparison of Accuracies at Different Training Set Levels on RELIGION Dataset
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In terms of scalability, first part of algorithm is quite scalable. Populating a term-class matrix by calculating the meaning values
for each term in the scope of each class is comparable with the training phase of Naïve Bayes algorithm, which is one of the fastest
classifiers. On the classification phase, we sum the class based meaning values of the terms that exist in the test document for each
class and compare the sums. Again it is comparable with the Naïve Bayes and consequently quite efficient. Second part of the algorithm uses the SVM classifier with a supervised semantic kernel. Our semantic kernel is obtained using again a term-class matrix
multiplications. This time the term-class matrix is obtained using class based term weighting. This constitutes the main complexity
in SVM training phase. However, it is important to note that the number of classes is usually smaller than the number of terms in
many text classification problems and matrix multiplications can be easily made parallel to reduce the runtimes of experiments.
We also compare HCSC with additional methods from related work to confirm the effect of our proposed kernel. In [75] authors
present a new algorithm for semi-supervised learning problems involving large, sparse datasets. The study in [75] is based on a
Deterministic Annealing (DA) approach which is significantly more efficient and scalable than currently used dual techniques. DA
is actually a variant of TSVM and involves multiple switching of labels [75]. We choose pcmac1 dataset, a small subset of the
20 Newsgroups data popularly used in semi-supervised learning literature (e.g. in [12]), from this work. We prepared this dataset
exactly with the same number of instances (labeled instances, unlabeled instances, test instances) as in the study [75]. After that we
conduct this dataset to our experimental environment. We run our algorithm on this dataset and report the results as the mean of 10
random runs like it is done in [75]. The authors in [75] compared DA to SVM and TSVM. We also compared our results to not
only DA but also SVM and TSVM. The experiment results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5.
Table 4 demonstrates the gain differences of DA and HCSC over SVM based on classification performances with the corresponding number of labeled, unlabeled and test instances. The first three columns in Table 4 presents the number of labeled, unlabeled and test instances; respectively. The fourth column shows the performance gain difference of DA over SVM results that is
reported in the study and the fifth column shows the performance gain difference of HCSC over SVM results in our experiments.
Finally the last column in Table 4 presents the differences between these performance gains of DA and HCSC over SVM. According to Table 4 HCSC shows better performance compare to DA for all of the test cases reported in Table 4. For instance, the classification performance gain of HCSC over SVM is 16.49 while the classification performance gain of DA over SVM is 15.61 with 37
labeled instances and 1423 unlabeled instances. The performance gains are also shown in Fig. 7.
Table 4
Gain of DA[75] and HCSC over respective SVM baselines on pcmac dataset

# Labeled
Instances

#Unlabeled
Instances

#Test
Instances

Gain DA
over SVM

Gain
HCSC
Over SVM

Gain
Difference
Between HCSC
and DA

37
73
110
146
183
220

1423
1387
1350
1314
1277
1240

486
486
486
486
486
486

15.61
8.08
5.65
3.59
3.24
2.57

16.49
9.57
6.71
5.43
5.30
4.89

0.88
1.49
1.06
2.14
2.06
2.32
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Fig. 7. The Performance Gain of DA and HCSC over SVM on pcmac Dataset
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Table 5 demonstrates the gain differences of DA and HCSC over TSVM based on classification performances with the corresponding number of labeled, unlabeled and test instances. The first three columns in Table 5 presents the number of labeled, unlabeled and test instances; respectively as similar to Table 4. The fourth column shows the performance gain difference of DA over
TSVM and the fifth column shows the performance gain difference of HCSC over TSVM. Finally the last column in Table 5 presents the differences between these performance gains of DA and HCSC over TSVM.
According to Table 5, in terms of accuracy improvements over their respective SVM results as baselines, HCSC is superior to
both DA and TSVM for all of the test cases reported in Table 5. For instance, the classification performance gain of HCSC over
TSVM is 3.14 while the classification performance gain of DA over TSVM is 2.38 with 37 labeled instances, 1423 unlabeled instances. The performance gains are also shown in Fig. 8.
Table 5
Gain of DA[75] and HCSC over TSVM and TSVM(S=max) on pcmac dataset

# Labeled
Instances

#Unlabeled
Instances

#Test
Instances

Gain DA
over TSVM

Gain
HCSC
over TSVM

37
73
110
146
183
220

1423
1387
1350
1314
1277
1240

486
486
486
486
486
486

2.38
2.04
1.49
1.06
0.74
0.42

3.14
3.01
2.81
2.85
2.75
2.69

Gain
Difference
Between
HCSC
and DA
0.76
1.42
1.02
1.79
2.01
2.27
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6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Vector Space Models (VSM) are commonly used language processing to represent some aspects of natural language semantics.
In this model, documents are simply represented as points in a space and proximity of two points is proportional to their semantic
similarity [5]. Semantics of VSMs comes from the distributional hypothesis, which states that words that occur in similar contexts
usually have similar meanings [1]. From this point of view, the hybrid semi-supervised text classification algorithm that we propose consists of a novel combination of two supervised semantic classification approaches. Both of these approaches can be considered as a new type of VSM since they make use of term-class matrices. We use distributional hypothesis by setting the context
as the class and effectively making use of class based term transformations. In our case distributional hypothesis states that words
occur in similar classes will usually have similar meanings. We call it class-based semantics. As a result, by setting the context as
the class of documents, our individual methods can extract semantic relations between terms much better than traditional VSMs
using the document context for text classification. Furthermore, our semi-supervised algorithm called Hybrid Class Semantics
Classifier (HCSC), the novel combination and slight modification of these methods can achieve much better performance by exploiting the unlabeled data.
The meaning values used to populate term-class matrix that is used for labeling unlabeled documents are calculated according
to the Helmholtz Principle, which is mainly based on Gestalt theory and already, has some practical applications on several text
mining problems including document summarization, and feature extraction [16, 17, 18, 19]. The labeled documents are combined with training set to form a much larger but at the mean time noisier training set. This in turn used for training another classterm matrix based algorithm (CWK [3]) which employs term by class matrix as a supervised semantic kernel in SVM. CWK predicts the labels of the test instances by using the model built in the training phase. In our CWK, we use term weights to smoothen
the document term vectors. The main contribution of our approach is; a non-iterative yet effective way of assigning labels to unlabeled instances and augmenting the training set with them in order to build a better performing model using the Class Weighting
Kernel (CWK) which is recently proposed in our previous study [3]. It can be considered as the semi-supervised version of the
CWK and also a hybrid version of SMC [4] and CWK [3].
Our experimental results show the promise of the HCSC as a semi-supervised method that utilizes class based semantics in the
text classification domain. We use four baseline algorithms, namely linear kernel, SSL-Linear CMK and CWK, in order to compare the results of HCSC. According to our experimental results HCSC outperforms both SVM based supervised baselines in
most of our experiments. The HCSC also outperforms our previous supervised class based semantic algorithms; CMK [2] and
CWK in most of the datasets. In other words, HCSC achieves higher classification accuracy by adding unlabeled data into the
usually small amount of labeled. Our experimental results show that HCSC outperforms our two baseline kernels, linear kernel
and SSL-Linear for almost all of the test cases on each datasets. Additionally, HCSC achieves higher accuracies than our previous
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semantic kernels for the most of the labeled set percentages on all of the datasets except the IMDB dataset. We attribute this exception to the relatively much lower number of classes in this dataset. Since both of the approaches in our hybrid algorithm use
term-class based VSMs, the number of classes seems to play a crucial role in class based transformations. Our promising experimental results shows that we succeed in building a non-iterative semi-supervised version of CWK [3] that can benefit from unlabeled data.
Moreover, the HCSC forms a foundation that is open to several improvements. For example, the HCSC can easily be combined
with other semantic kernels, which smooth the document term vectors using term to term semantic relations, such as the ones
using WordNet or Wikipedia. Additionally, the initial labeling of unlabeled data can be improved by using an iterative approach
as in many traditional SSL studies. As the future work, we would like to develop an iterative version of HCSC and compare it
with the traditional SSL studies. In addition to this, we would like to analyze and shed light on how our approach implicitly captures semantic information in the context of a class when calculating the similarity between two documents.
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